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Globally convergent algorithms for the numerical factorization of polynomials
are presented. When the zeros of a polynomial are all simple and of different
modulus, these procedures are useful in the simultaneous determination of all
zeros. These methods are derived based on the algebraic properties of sums of
powers of complex numbers and Hankel matrices. The remainder and quotient
polynomials which arise from applying the Euclidean and a version of House-
holder’s algorithms are investigated in terms of their convergence properties which
turn out to be useful in the splitting of a polynomial into a product of two factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The computation of zeros of a polynomial is a classical problem in
science and engineering. For example, classical linear system theory is
 .based on the properties of rational functions ratio of polynomials .
The curves and surfaces used in computational geometry and computer
graphics involve polynomials, and many procedures for numerical integra-
tion and statistical curve fitting are based on polynomials.
The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra states that every polynomial of
positive degree has at least one zero over C , the field of complex numbers.
For convenience, the polynomial to be considered will be taken as monic.
 . m my1Thus let p z s z q c z q ??? qc be a polynomial of degree m ) 01 m
 .with coefficients in C and c / 0. If p z has a zero z of multiplicity s,m 0
 .  .  sy1. .  s. .then p z s p9 z s ??? s p z s 0 and p z / 0. The0 0 0 0
Euclidean algorithm furnishes information about the multiplicity of the
 .zeros. If z is a zero of multiplicity s of p z , it is a zero of multiplicity0
 .s y 1 of p9 z . Therefore, without loss of generality, it can be assumed
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 .  .  .that all zeros of p z are simple for otherwise one can divide p z by d x ,
 .  .the greatest common divisor of p z and p9 z , to obtain a polynomial
 .having the same zeros of p z but with simple multiplicities.
w xThere are numerous algorithms for factoring a polynomial. In 10 ,
Sebastiao e Silva proposed an algorithm for finding the dominant zeros of´
polynomials where polynomials of degree at most m y 1 are obtained by
 . n  .applying the Euclidean algorithm to w z s z and p z for each n G m.n
w xIn 11 , Stewart used a power method approach to prove the convergence
of Silva’s method. To improve the convergence of this method,
w xHouseholder 6 generalized the algorithm of Sebastiao e Silva by using´
 .  .n  .w z s q z for some nonconstant polynomial g z of degree at mostn
m y 1. Householder’s algorithm is a method for computing polynomials
n.  . m  .  4mp z which converge to  z y z , where z are the roots ofmy r jsrq1 j j jsrq1
 . <  . < <  . <p z ordered such that g z ) g z for 1 F i F r and r q 1 F j F m.i j
w xRecently these methods were revived in 1 where the parallel complexity
of the simultaneous approximations to all zeros of a polynomial based on
Householder’s generalization was investigated. In all the aforementioned
methods, a polynomial can be factored into two polynomials if there is a
 .sufficient gap between the magnitudes of zeros of p z or the set
 <  . <4mg z . Other well-known methods which apply the same principle arei is1
those of Graeffe, Bernoulli, and the qd algorithm. The method of Graeffe
and the qd algorithm are not normally thought of as methods of factoriza-
tion, but each provides, in principle, factors of the given polynomial with
zeros being zeros of equal modulus of the given polynomial. For a survey
w xof some of these methods the reader is referred to 4, 5 and the references
therein.
In this paper, we will develop a class of new methods for factoring a
polynomial over C. The essence of these methods is a process whereby a
sequence of polynomials of degrees less than m which in the limit have
 .  .some zero s of p z is generated. These methods, like the methods of
Bernoulli, Householder, and Graeffe, are based on root powering. As in
Householder’s algorithm, the main features of these methods are simplic-
ity and global convergence. They are simple in that they use just the
well-known Euclidean algorithm for polynomials and are globally conver-
gent since they do not require initial conditions to start them. Further-
more, the derivation of the methods in this work gives deeper insight into
known methods such as Bernoulli’s method and the qd algorithm. In
particular, Householder’s algorithm is further analyzed and extended where
 .approximations of factors of p z are extracted by means of the coeffi-
cients of the remainder and the quotient polynomials obtained by applying
n.  .  .  .the Euclidean algorithm. Namely, assume that p z q q z p z smy 1 n
 .n n.  .  .g z for n s 1, . . . , `, where p z and q z are polynomials ofmy 1 n
`  .degrees at most m y 1 and n y m. The polynomials p z and theirmy 1
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 n. .4`coefficients are then used to generate two sets of polynomials p zr ns1
 n.  .4`and p z of degrees r and m y r for r s 1, . . . , m y 1, where itmy r ns1
 n. .4` r  .  .will be shown that p z converges to  z y w with w s g zr ns1 js1 j i i
 n.  .4` m  .  .while p z converges to  z y z . Thus, when g z s z, twomy r ns1 jsrq1 j
 .factors the product of which is p z can simultaneously be determined. We
will also investigate the convergence properties of the quotient polynomi-
 .als, q z .n
 n.  .4`Throughout this development, the notation p z , for j smy j nsm
1, 2, . . . , m will refer to a sequence of polynomials of degree at most
 .m y j. The notation V z , . . . , z will denote a Vandermonde matrix of1 k
dimension k where
ky1 ky2z z ??? z 11 1 1
ky1 ky2z z ??? z 12 2 2
ky1 ky2z z ??? z 1V z , . . . , z s . 3 3 31 k
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
ky1 ky2z z ??? z 1k k k
< < .and V z , . . . , z is its determinant which is called the Vandermondian1 k
 . w x < <of the z and is equal to  z y z 2 . The notation A will denote thei i- j i j
determinant of A if A is a square matrix and the absolute value of A if A
is a complex number. The superscript which appears in the quantity bn.
will only mean that the quantity is an element of a sequence in the integer
n, unless otherwise specified. The symbol p m denotes all distinct combina-r
 4tions of choosing r integers from the set of integers 1, 2, . . . , m .
2. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF LINEAR
COMBINATIONS OF POWERS OF
COMPLEX NUMBERS
For expediency and convenience of presentation, we present in this
section a number of preliminary and technical results which are used
repeatedly in our analysis. These include mainly results concerning the
asymptotic properties of linear combinations of powers of complex num-
bers. These properties will be used later to develop methods for computing
zeros and factorization of polynomials. The next lemma provides the main
algebraic properties of a finite linear combination of powers of complex
numbers.
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LEMMA 1. Let z , z , . . . , z be a set of distinct nonzero complex1 2 m
 4mnumbers and let d be a set of nonzero complex numbers. For eachi is1
m n  . s sy1positi¨ e integer n, define U s  d z . Let f z s e z q e z qn js1 j j 0 1
??? qe where s is a positi¨ e integer. Thens
s m
nU e s d f z z 2.1 .  . nqk syk i i i
ks0 is1
 4 rholds for n s 1, 2, . . . . Therefore, if for each 1 F r F m, the constants ci is1
are defined by
r




nU c q U s z y z d z 2.2 .  .  nqk ryk nqr i j i i
js1ks0 isrq1
holds for each positi¨ e integer n.
 .Proof. Equation 2.1 follows from the observation that
s s m
nqkU e s e d z  nqk syk syk i i
ks0 ks0 is1
m s m
k ns d z e s d z f z . .  i i syk i i i
is1 ks0 is1
 . r  .  .  .Clearly, when f z s  z y z , Eq. 2.1 simplifies to Eq. 2.2 . Q.E.D.is1 i
In the following, we will repeatedly deal with two types of matrices
which are denoted by H n. and Bn., and are defined as follow.r r
w x  4`DEFINITION 1 1 . Given a sequence U of complex numbers, thenn ns0
a Hankel matrix of order s is defined as
U U ??? Un nq1 nqry1
n. U U ??? UH s . 2.3 .nq1 nq2 nqrr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U ??? Unq ry1 nqr nq2 ry2
w xThe reader is referred to 4, 5 for more information concerning these
matrices and their determinants.
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 4mDEFINITION 2. Let z be a set of distinct nonzero complex numbersi is1
w x u.and let C s c be a nonsingular m = m complex matrix. Set U si j i
m c z n, for i s 1, . . . , m. A matrix Bn. will be called a C-matrix ofjs1 i j j r
order r if it has the form
n. n. n.U U ??? U1 2 r
nq1. nq1. nq1.n. U U ??? UB s . 2.4 .1 2 rr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1.U U ??? U1 2 r
In the next lemma an expression for the determinant of Bn. is given.r
 4m  n4` n.LEMMA 2. Let z , U , i s 1, . . . , m, and B be as ini is1 i ns1 r
Definition 2. Then
< n. < n n n < <B s C z z . . . z V z , z , . . . , z , 2.5 .  .r i i . . . i i i i i i i1 2 r 1 2 r 1 2 r
 .i -i - ??? -i1 2 r
where
c c ??? c1 i 1 i 1 i1 2 r
c c ??? cC s ,2 i 2 i 2 ii i . . . i 1 2 r1 2 r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c c ??? cr i r i r i1 2 r
and where summation is taken with respect to all combinations p m consistingr
 .  4 < < < < < <of i , . . . , i of the set 1, 2, . . . , m . Moreo¨er, if z G z G ??? G z )1 r 1 2 r
< < < n. <z for i s r q 1, . . . , m, and C / 0, where 1 F r F m, then B isi 12 . . . r r
< n. <nonzero for all sufficiently large n. Additionally, B s 0 for r ) m.r
Proof. Since U n s m c z n, the matrix Bn. can be expressed asi js1 i j j r
n n n c c ??? c11 21 r1z z ??? z1 2 m
c c ??? cnq1 nq1 nq1 12 22 r 2n. z z ??? zB s .1 2 m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nq ry1 nqry1 nqry1z z ??? z1 2 m c c ??? c1m 2 m r m
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w x < n. <Applying the Binet]Cauchy theorem 5 , the determinant B can ber
written in the form
c c ??? c1 i 1 i 1 i1 2 r
n. c c ??? c< B s 2 i 2 i 2 ir 1 2 r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .m .i , . . . , i gp1 r r c c ??? cr i r i r i1 2 r
n n nz z ??? zi i i1 2 r
nq1 nq1 nq1z z ??? zi i i= 1 2 r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nq ry1 nqry1 nqry1z z ??? zi i i1 2 r
c c ??? c1 i 1 i 1 i1 2 r
n n c c ??? cs z ??? z 2 i 2 i 2 i i i 1 2 r1 r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .m .i , . . . , i gp1 r r c c ??? cr i r i r i1 2 r
1 1 ??? 1
z z ??? zi i i1 2 r= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ry1 ry1 ry1z z ??? zi i i1 2 r
n n < <s C z . . . z V z , z , . . . , z . 2.6 .  . i . . . i i i i i i1 r 1 r 1 2 r
m .i , . . . , i gp1 r r
< < < < < < < <In the case where z G z G ??? G z ) z for i s r q 1, . . . , m, and if1 2 r i
n n < <  .C / 0 the term C z . . . z V z , . . . , z is dominant and there-12 . . . r 12 . . . r i r 1 r
< n. <fore B / 0 for all sufficiently large n.r
To show that Bn. is singular for r ) m, we first show that Bn. isr mq1
 .  . m  . msingular. If in Eq. 2.1 of Lemma 1 we set f z s  z y z s z qis1 i
c z my 1 q ??? qc , then the equation1 m
my1
nqk . nqm.U c q U s 0 i myk i
ks0
holds for each positive integer n and for 1 F i F m. Thus the matrix Bn.mq1
 .Tis singular since c , c , . . . , c , 1 is a zero eigenvector of this matrix.m my1 1
 .By considering polynomials of degrees r ) m of the form f z s
rym  . r ry1 rym n.z p z s z q c z q ??? qc z , it can easily be seen that B1 m r
 .Tis singular since the r-dimensional vector 0, . . . , 0, c , c , . . . , c , 1m my1 1
is a zero eigenvector of Bn.. In fact, it can easily be seen that the followingr
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r y m vectors,
T T0, . . . , 0, c , c , . . . , c , 1 , 0, . . . , 0, c , c , . . . , c , 1, 0 , .  .m my1 1 m my1 1
T r n.. . . , c , c , . . . , c , 1, 0, . . . , 0 g C span the null space of B . .m my1 1 r
Q.E.D.
w x  4m  4m  4`COROLLARY 3 1 . Let z , d , and U be as defined ini is1 i is1 n ns1
Lemma 1. Then for each 1 F r F m,
< n. < n n < < 2H s d . . . d z . . . z V z , . . . , z , 2.7 .  .r i i i i i i1 r 1 r 1 r
 .i , . . . , i1 r
 .  4where i , i , . . . , i runs for all r combinations of the set 1, 2, . . . , m .1 2 r
< < < < < < < <Moreo¨er, if z G z G ??? G z ) z for i s r q 1, . . . , m, where1 2 r i
< n. <1 F r F m, then H is nonzero for all sufficiently large n. Additionally,r
< n. <H s 0 for r ) m.r
Proof. This result follows directly from Lemma 2 by setting c si j
d z iy1. Q.E.D.j j
Having stated these results, several comments are in order. In view of
 . < n. < < < n n < < . < n. <2.5 , we have B s C z . . . z V z , . . . , z . Similarly, H sm 1 m 1 m m
n n < < 2  . < nq1. < < n.d . . . d z . . . z V z , . . . , z . Consequently, B r B s1 m 1 m 1 m m m
< nq1. < n. <H r H s z z . . . z for each n G 1. A particularly important con-m m 1 2 m
< < < < < < < <sequence of the last lemma is that when z G z G ??? G z ) z G1 2 r rq1
< <  .z for i s r q 2, . . . , m, it is easily established from 2.5 thati
< < nq1. < < n. < < < < nB r B y z z . . . z F K z rz for some K G 0. This impliesr r 1 2 r rq1 r
< nq1. < n. < n.that lim B r B s z z . . . z . Analogous relations hold for H ,nª` r r 1 2 r r
< < nq1. < n. < < < < nin which case H r H y z z . . . z F K z rz for some K G 0r r 1 2 r rq1 r
< nq1. < < n. <and thus lim H r H s z z . . . z . The last equation consti-nª` r r 1 2 r
w x  4mtutes the basis of the qd algorithm 4 . Thus, if all z are of differenti is1
 .modulus, one can apply the last equation to compute all zeros of p z s
m  .  n.4`  n.4` z y z . In this case the sequences B and H foris1 i j ns1 j ns1
j s 1, . . . , m are to be computed. Then
< n. < < nq1. < < n. < < nq1. <B B H Hj jy1 j jy1
z s lim s lim .j n. nq1. n. nq1.< < < < < < < <B B H Hnª` nª`jy1 j jy1 j
In many of the results of the following sections we make use of the
following result.
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LEMMA 4. Let A be an r = r nonsingular matrix and let b and c be
 ry1.T y1r-dimensional ¨ectors. Let Z s 1, z, . . . , z , where z g C. Then A b s
yc if and only if
TA Z
T rb z r Ts z q c Z
< <A
for each complex number z.
Proof. Since A is nonsingular,
T y1A Z r T T< <s A z y b A Z . . /T rb z
Hence if Ay1 b s yc, then
TA Z




T rb z r Ts z q c Z,
< <A
T T  T .y1then c Z s yb A Z for each z g C from which it follows that
Ay1 b s yc. Q.E.D.
The next result shows how to generate approximations of polynomials
 4mhaving zeros of maximum modulus among the set z .i is1
 4mTHEOREM 5. Let z be a set of nonzero distinct complex numbersi is1
< < < < < < < < <such that z G z G ??? G z ) z G z for i s r q 2, . . . , m, wherei 2 r rq1 i
 n4`1 F r F m. Let U be as defined abo¨e and assume that C / 0 andi ns1 12 . . . r
r  . r ry1let  z y z s z q c z q ??? qc , thenis1 i 1 r
n. n. n.U U ??? U 11 2 r
nq1. nq1. nq1.U U ??? U z1 2 r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1. ry1U U ??? U z1 2 r
nqr . nqr . nqr . rU U ??? U z1 2 r
i lim . n.< <Bnª` r
s z r q c z ry1 q ??? qc , 2.8 .1 r
 < < n.with O z rz order of con¨ergence.rq1 r
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nq ry1 Un. nq1. nqry1. 1U U ??? U1 1 1 nqrU2n. nq1. nqry1.U U ??? Uii lim . .2 2 2 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nª` .n. nq1. nqry1.U U ??? U nq rr r r Ur
cr
..s y 2.9 ..
c1
 < < n.with O z rz order of con¨ergence.rq1 r
< n. <Proof. From Lemma 2, B / 0 for all sufficiently large n. Letr
n. n. n.U U ??? U 11 2 r
nq1. nq1. nq1.U U ??? U z1 2 r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1. ry1U U ??? U z1 2 r
nqr . nqr . nqr . rU U ??? U z1 2 rn.p z s , .r n.< <Br
n. . < n. <then p z is a monic polynomial of degree r since B / 0. It canr r
easily be checked that
n. n. n.U U ??? U 11 2 r
nq1. nq1. nq1.U U ??? U z1 2 r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1. ry1U U ??? U z1 2 r
nqr . nqr . nqr . rU U ??? U z1 2 r
c c ??? c 0n n n 11 21 r1z z ??? z 11 2 m
c c ??? c 012 22 r 2nq1 nq1 nq1z z ??? z z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .s .1 2 m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c c ??? c 01m 2 m r mnqr nqr nqr rz z ??? z z1 2 m 0 0 ??? 0 1
w xApplying the Binet]Cauchy theorem 5 yields that
1
n. n np z s z . . . z . r i in. 1 r< <B mr  .i , . . . , i gp1 r r
c c ??? c 1 1 ??? 1 11 i 1 i 1 i1 2 r
z z ??? z zi i ic c ??? c 1 2 r= 2 i 2 i 2 i1 2 r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r r r rz z ??? z zc c ??? c i i ir i r i r i 1 2 r1 2 r
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1
n n < <s C z . . . z V z . . . z . i . . . i i i i in. 1 r 1 r 1 r< <B mr  .i , . . . , i gp1 r r
r
< <= z y z V z . . . z , z . . . i i ij 1 r
js1
n n n < <  .Since C z z . . . z V z . . . z is the dominant term, this implies12 . . . r 1 2 r 1 r
< n. . r  . < < < nthat p z y  z y z F K z rz for some K G 0.r js1 j rq1 r
This proves the first conclusion of the theorem. The second conclusion
follows directly from Lemma 4. Q.E.D.
w x  4m  4m  4`COROLLARY 6 1 . Let z , d , and U be as defined ini is1 i is1 n ns1
< < < < < < < < <Lemma 1 and assume that z G z G ??? G z ) z G z for i s r q1 2 r rq1 i
r  . r ry12, . . . , m, where 1 F r F m. Let  z y z s z q c z q ??? qc , thenis1 i 1 r
U U ??? U 1n nq1 nq1y1
U U ??? U znq1 nq2 nqr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ry1U U ??? U znq ry1 nqr nq2 ry2
rU U ??? U znq r nqrq1 nq2 ry1
i lim . n.< <Hnª` r
s z r q c z ry1 q ??? qc 2.10 .1 r
 < < n.with O z rz order of con¨ergence.rq1 r
Uy1 nqrU U ??? Un nq1 nqry1 Unq rq1U U ??? Uii lim . nq1 nq2 nqr .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nª` .U U ??? Unq ry1 nqr nq2 ry2 Unq2 ry1
cr
..s y 2.11 ..
c1
 < < n.with O z rz order of con¨ergence.rq1 r
 .  .Note that Eqs. 2.8 and 2.10 are mainly of theoretical interest since it
is not obvious how to compute them efficiently. However, their equivalent
 .  .forms 2.9 and 2.11 can be efficiently implemented since they only
required the inversion of structured matrices as shown in the following
remarks.
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Remark 1. Suppose that Bn. is nonsingular and letr
n.U1 nq1. nqry1.U ??? U1 1n.U2 nq1. nqry1.n. n. U ??? Ux s , X s ,2 2.i 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... nq1. nqry1.U ??? Ur rn.Ur
and
nqr .U1
nqr .U2n.x s .3 ..
nqr .Ur
n. w n. n.x nq1. w n. n.xso that B s x X and B s X x . Assume thatr 1 2 r 2 3
Tn.ay1 1n.B s , 4r n.A2
then
Tn. n. n.A x a2 3 1n.A y T2 n. n.x ay1 y1 3 1nq1. n. n.B s X x s . 4r 2 3 n.a1
Tn. n.x a3 1
It can be shown that lim x n.
T
an. s c s z z . . . z / 0, i.e., the in-nª` 3 1 r 1 2 r
verse above is well defined for sufficiently large n. Thus an updating
 n.4equation for the inverse of B can be applied to develop a recursiver
 .  .solution of 2.9 and 2.11 .
Remark 2. It should be observed that if Bn. is invertible, thenr
nqi.y1 U1n. nq1. nqry1.U U ??? U1 1 1 nqi.U2n. nq1. nqry1.U U ??? U s e2 2 2 . iq1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..n. nq1. nqry1.U U ??? Ur r r nqi.Ur
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for i s 1, . . . , r y 1, where e is the ith column of an r = r identity matrix.i
 .  .Thus Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 can be rewritten as
y1n. nq1.lim B B s C 4r r r
nª`
 .  .  n.4y1 nq1.  < < n.and 2.10 and 2.11 as lim H H s C , with O z rznª` r r r rq1 r
order of convergence, where
0 0 0 ??? 0 ycr
1 0 0 ??? 0 ycC s . 2.12 .ry1r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 ??? 1 yc1
A particularly important special case is that when r s m, we have
 n.4y1 nq1.  n.4y1 nq1.B B s C , and that H H s C hold for each positivem m m m m m
integer n. These observations can be summarized in the following
theorem.
THEOREM 7. Let Bn. and H n. be a C-matrix and a Hankel matrix forr r
 4m  .the set z , respecti¨ ely, and let C be as defined in 2.12 . Then thei is1 r
following results hold:
 . n. n 0. n. n 0.i B s C B and H s C H .m m m m m m
 . < nq1. n. < rym  .ii For r G m, B y zB s 0 iff z p z s 0 for each n ) 1.r r
 . < nq1. n. < rym  .iii For r G m, H y zH s 0 iff z p z s 0 for each n ) 1.r r
 . < < < < < < < < <iv Assume that z G z G ??? G z ) z G z for i s r q1 2 r rq1 i
 . r  .2, . . . , m, where 1 F r F m and let p z s  z y z . Then for r - m,r is1 i
< nq1. n. <H y zHr r s 0 iff p z s 0 .rn.< <Hr
and
< nq1. n. <B y zBr r s 0 iff p z s 0 .rn.< <Br
pro¨ided that C / 0.12 . . . r
 .  n.4y1 nql . l  n.4y1 nql . lv For l G 0, B B s C and H H s C .m m m m m m
 n.4`  n.4`Remark 3. The two sequences of matrices B and H arer ns1 r ns1
< n. < < n. <of finite rank since H s 0 and B s 0 for r ) m. Theorem 7 showsr r
that C-matrices and Hankel matrices of finite rank behave very much like
powers of companion matrices. The significance of this result is that it
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provides a direct method of generating C-matrices by simply considering
 .submatrices of powers of C , the companion matrix of p z .m
3. APPLICATIONS TO POLYNOMIALS
When a polynomial has two factors having zeros of different magnitude
ranges, then Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 can be applied to extract one of
these factors. The main goal of this section is to state some methods of
generating sequences for which these results can be applied. There are
many ways to generate such sequences like the Newton identities and
power series expansions. However, we will place special emphasis on the
Euclidean and Householder’s algorithms which are described next.
3.1. A Modified Householder’s Algorithm
 .Consider the following variation of Householder’s algorithm. Let p z
 .  . m  .and g z be polynomials over C such that p z s  z y z andis1 i
 . n.  .degree g z - m. Next, generate a sequence of polynomials p z smy 1
bn. z my 1 q bn. z my 2 q ??? qbn. as follows.my 1 my2 0
 . l0ALGORITHM 3.1. i For each positive integer n s 2 , compute
n.  .p z asmy 1
p1. z s g z , .  .my 1
22 l .  l .p z s p z mod p z for l s 1, . . . , l , 3.1 .  .  .  . .my 1 my1 0
n.  . nq1. . nqmy1. .and form p z , p z , . . . , p z by applyingmy 1 my1 my1
pnq1. z s g z pn. z mod p z .  .  .  .my 1 my1
or
pnq1. z s g z pn. z q q z p z . 3.2 .  .  .  .  .  .my 1 my1 n
 .ii Apply the Euclidean algorithm to generate a new set of polyno-
n.  .mials p z of degrees m y r for r s 2, . . . , m y 1 as follows.my r
pnqi. z pn. z .  .my j myjnqi.p z s y 3.3 .  .my jy1 nqi. n.a amy j myj
for j s 1, . . . , m y 1 and i s j, j q 1, . . . , m, where an. is the leadingmy j
n.  .coefficient of p z .my j
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w xIn connection with this algorithm, Bini and Gemignani 1 used a
different method of generating polynomials of degree m y r which con-
m  .verges to  z y z . For a given n, they apply the Euclidean algo-isrq1 i
n.  . n.  .rithm to the polynomials p z and p z for r s 1, 2, . . . , m y 2,my r myry1
n. .  .where p z s p z . In Algorithm 3.1, we used polynomials generated form
different n’s, namely n, n q 1, . . . , n q m y 1, to obtain the sequence
 nqi. .4my 1p z for i s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1. Note that these two approaches aremy r rs1
generally different although asymptotically they have the same rate of
convergence as shown in Section 4.
In this section we explore this algorithm in greater depth and show how
it applies when there is more than one dominant zero. Specifically, the
coefficients of these polynomials will be used to extract some factors
 .of p z .
 .  4In the following, we assume that w s g z / 0 and the z ’s ordered soi i i
< <that w rw F 1. When all zeros are different in magnitude, it will beiq1 i
shown in the next section that an. / 0, j s 1, . . . , m y 1 for all suffi-my j
ciently large n and thus factors of all degrees can be determined. However,
when some zeros have equal modulus, these methods should be modified,
 .applying the Euclidean algorithm and shift if necessary , to determine all
roots of a polynomial or just to factor it to polynomials of lower degrees.
 .The case g z s z is particularly important since it allows one to
 .  .generate two factors of p z whose product is p z . A recursive formula
 n.  .4`for computing the remainder and quotient polynomials p z andmy 1 nsm
  .4`  . n  .q z , that arise from dividing w z s z by p z for n G m can ben nsm
shown to satisfy
pnq1. z s bn. pm. z q bn. z my 1 q ??? qbn.z .  .my 1 my1 my1 my2 0
and
q z s zq z q bn. q z , 3.4 .  .  .  .nq1 n my1 m
 . m.  . m  .  . m.  .where q z s 1 and p z satisfies z s q z p z q p z , andm my1 m my1
m
m. myjp z s y a z . . my 1 myj
js1
Thus a recursive formula for bn. , for n G m, has the following form:my j
bm. s ya , for j s 1, 2, . . . , mmy j myj
bnq1. s ya bn. q bn. for j s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1my j myj my1 myjy1 3.5 .
bnq1. s ya bn. .0 0 my1
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Having determined the sequence bk . , for k s m, m q 1, . . . , n y 1,my 1
  .4`the quotient polynomials q z are determined byn nsm
q z s z n q bm. z ny1 q bmq1.z ny2 q ??? qbny1. . 3.6 .  .n my1 my1 my1
It can easily be verified that for each positive integer n G m, the polyno-
 .  . n.  .  .  . n.  .mials q z , p z , and p z satisfy the identity q z p z q p z sn my1 n my1
z n.
In the next theorem it will be shown that each element of the sequence
 n. 4mb is a linear combination of powers of complex numbers. Butmy r rs1
before establishing that, we need the following lemma which states some
properties of the entries of the inverse of a Vandermonde matrix.
LEMMA 8. Let z , z , . . . , z be a set of distinct nonzero complex num-1 2 m
bers. Let
my 1 my2z z ??? z 11 1 1
my1 my2z z ??? z 12 2 2
my1 my2z z ??? z 1V s 3 3 3
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
my 1 my2z z ??? z 1m m m
and
c c ??? c11 12 1m
y1c c ??? cC s s V . 3.7 .21 22 2 m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c c ??? cm1 m2 m m
Then
 .i c / 0 and c / 0, for each 1 F j F m.1 j m j
 .ii For each 1 F r F m, the leading principal submatrix
c c ??? c11 12 1 r
c c ??? cC s 3.8 .21 22 2 rr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c c ??? cr1 r 2 r r
is nonsingular.
 .iii For each 1 F r F m, the submatrix
c c ??? cr r r rq1 r m
c c ??? crq1 r rq1 rq1 rq1m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c c ??? cm r m rq1 m m
is nonsingular.
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Therefore, for each 1 F j F m, the number of zero entries in the jth row
 4does not exceed min j y 1, m y j .
 .Proof. i Clearly, for 1 F j F m, we have
< <V z , . . . , z , z , . . . , z .1 jy1 jq1 mjq1c s y1 . .1 j < <V z , . . . , z .1 m
Thus c / 0 since it is the ratio of nonzero Vandermondians. Similarly,1 j
< <V z , . . . , z , z , . . . , z .1 jy1 jq1 m
c s z .m j i< <V z , . . . , z . i/j1 m
Hence c / 0, since z / 0 for i s 1, . . . , m.m j i
 .ii The proof is by contradiction. Assume that C is singular. Thenr
there exists a nonzero vector j g C r such that j TC s 0. Let C and V ber
partitioned so that
C C V Vr 12 11 12C s and V s
C C V V21 22 21 22
with V being an r = r matrix. Since CV s I, it follows that11
C V q C V s 0. 3.9 .r 12 12 22
 . T TPremultiplying both sides of Eq. 3.9 by j yields j C V s 0. The12 22
 .nonsingularity of V , being the Vandermonde matrix V z , . . . , z ,22 rq1 m
T T w xgives that j C s 0. Therefore, j C C s 0. This implies that the12 r 12
first rows of C are not linearly independent, which contradicts the nonsin-
gularity of C.
 .  .The proof of iii is similar to that of ii . To prove the last conclusion,
assume for some j that j y 1 F m y j and the number of zeros entries
in the jth row of C exeeds j y 1. Let P be a permutation matrix such
 .y1 y1that the first j y 1 entries of CP are zero. Since CP s P V is a
 .Vandermonde matrix, it follows that the j y 1 th leading submatrix is
 .singular. This contradicts ii . Similar argument holds if m y j F j y 1.
Q.E.D.
 .Remark 4. It should be noted that part i of the last theorem does not
apply for j / 1, m. For example, if m s 3, z s 4, z s 2, and z s y2,1 2 3
then c s 0.21
The following result shows that for each 1 F j F m, bn. is a linearmy j
  .4m  4mcombination of the n-power of the g z , where z are the zerosi is1 i is1
 .of p z .
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 . m  . n.  . n. my1LEMMA 9. Let p z s  z y z and let p z s b z qis1 i my1 my1
n. my2 n. w xb z q ??? qb be as generated in Algorithm 3.1. Let C s c smy 2 0 i j
 .y1 n. m  .nV z , . . . , z , then b s  c g z for i s 1, . . . , m.1 m myi js1 i j j
 .n  .  . n.  . m n. myjProof. The identity g z y q z p z ' p z s  b zn my1 js1 myj
 .n n.  .yields that g z s p z for j s 1, . . . , m. This leads to the system ofj my1 j
equations
nmy1 my2 n. g z .z z ??? z 1 b i1 1 1 my1
nmy1 my2 n.z z ??? z 1 b g z .2 2 2 my2 2
nmy1 my2 n.z z ??? z 1 b s ,g z .3 3 3 my3 3
. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
nmy1 my2 n.z z ??? z 1 b g z .m m m 0 m
n. m  .nfrom which it follows that b s  c g z . Q.E.D.my i js1 i j j
3.2. Factorization of Polynomials
In this section, we take up the general problem of numerical factoriza-
tion of polynomials. This goal can be established by applying the results of
the previous sections to sequences generated by Algorithm 3.1. Specifi-
 .cally, if p z is a polynomial that has at least two zeros of different
modulus, then the results of Section 3 can be applied to extract a
 .polynomial factor having zeros which are zeros of p z of largest modulus.
In particular, Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 applied to the sequence
 n. 4`b , yield the following.my j nsm
 . m  .THEOREM 10. Let p z s  z y z be a polynomial of degree m andis1 i
n.  4mlet the b ’s be as defined by Algorithm 3.1. Let z be the zeros ofmy j j js1
 . < < < < < <p z such that the w ’s are nonzero, distinct and w G w G ??? G w )i 1 2 r
< < < <w G w for i s r q 2, . . . , m, for some 1 F r - m. Let l be the numberrq1 i
of nonzero entries of the jth row of C, defined in Lemma 8. Then
 .i the matrix
n. nq1. nqmy1.b b ??? bmy j myj myj
nq1. nq2. nqm.n. b b ??? bA s my j myj myjm , j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqmy1. nqm. nq2 my1.b b ??? bmy j myj myj
is of rank l. In particular, An. is full rank for j s 1, m.m , j
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 .  .ii For 1 F j F m, assume that the jth row of C defined in 3.7
contains l nonzero entries, say c , . . . , c , and assume that there existsji ji1 l
< < < < < < < < < <1 F s F l such that w G w G ??? G w ) w G w for j s s qi i i i i1 2 s sq1 j
s  . s sy12, . . . , l, where 1 F s - l. Let  z y w s z q c z q ??? qc , thenis1 i 1 sj
n. nq1. nqsy1.b b ??? b 1my j myj myj
nq1. nq2. nqs.b b ??? b zmy j myj myj
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqsy1. nqs. nq2 sy1. sy1b b ??? b zmy j myj myj
nqs. nqsq1. nq2 sy1. sb b ??? b z smy j myj myj
lim s z y w . in. j< <Anª` is1s , j
3.10 .
or equi¨ alently
nqs.y1 bmy jn. nq1. nqsy1. csb b ??? bmy j myj myj nqsq1.b cmy jnq1. nq2. nqs. sy1b b ??? blim s ymy j myj myj ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..nª` ..nqsy1. nqs. nq2 sy1.b b ??? bmy j myj myj cnq2 sy1. 1bmy j
3.11 .
 < < n.with O w rw order of con¨ergence. Particularly, if j s 1, m, theni isq 1 s
l s m and the indices i can be arranged so that i s j for j s 1, . . . , m.j j
Proof. Applying Lemma 1, it can easily be seen that rank An. is them , j
number of nonzero elements of the jth row of C. For j s 1, m, we have
< n. <c / 0 and c / 0. From Lemma 2, it follows that A s1 j m j m , j
m < < . n n n. c V w , . . . , w w . . . w / 0. Thus the matrix A , j s 1, m, isis1 ji 1 m 1 m m , j
 .  .nonsingular. The proofs of parts i and ii follow directly from Theo-
rem 5. Q.E.D.
We remark that if for some j, An. is of rank l - m, then a factor ofm , j
degree l can be readily computed exactly without the resort to the limiting
process stated in the last theorem. In this case
nql .y1 bmy jn. nq1. nqly1. clb b ??? bmy j myj myj nqlq1.b cmy jnq1. nq2. nql . ly1b b ??? b s y ,my j myj myj ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..nqly1. nql . nq2 ly1.b b ??? bmy j myj myj cnq2 ly1. 1bmy j
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 . l ly1where  z y w s z q c z q ??? qc and S is the set of positivek g S k 1 l
integers 1 F k F m such that c / 0.jk
 .In Theorem 10, a polynomial factor of p z of order r is extracted using
the sequence bn. , . . . , bnq2 ry1. In the next theorem a similar result canmy 1 my1
 n. nq1. nqr .4be obtained by considering the set b , b , . . . , b , for j s 1, . . . , r.my j myj myj
To achieve this goal, we consider the matrix
n. nq1. nqry1.b b ??? bmy 1 my1 my1
n. nq1. nqry1.n. b b ??? bB s .my 1 my2 my2r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n. nq1. nqry1.b b ??? bmy r myr myr
n.  .Note that B is a transpose of a C-matrix see Definition 2 , and thus byr
< n. <applying Lemma 4, the determinant of B can be expressed asr
< n. < n n < <B s C w . . . w V w , w , . . . , w . .r i . . . i i i i i i1 r 1 r 1 2 r
m .i , . . . , i gp1 r r
The application of Theorem 5 to the factorization of polynomials is
included in the following result.
 . m  .THEOREM 11. Let p z s  z y z such that the w ’s are nonzero,js1 j i
< < < < < < < < <distinct, and w G w G ??? G w ) w G w for i s r q 2, . . . , m,1 2 r rq1 i
 n. 4`where 1 F r F m. Let b be as generated in Algorithm 3.1. Letmy j nsm
r  . r ry1 < n. < z y w s z q c z q ??? qc . Then B / 0 for all sufficientlyis1 i 1 r r
large n, and
n. nq1. nqry1. nqr .b b ??? b bmy 1 my1 my1 my1
n. nq1. nqry1. nqr .b b ??? b bmy 2 my2 my2 my2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n. nq1. nqry1. nqr .b b ??? b bmy r myr myr myr
rry1 r1 z ??? z z
lim s z y w 3.12 .  . jn.< <Bnª` js1r
or equi¨ alently
nqr .y1 b cmy 1n. nq1. nqry1. rb b ??? bmy 1 my1 my1 nqr .b cmy 2 ry1n. nq1. nqry1.b b ??? blim s y 3.13 .my 2 my2 my2 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nª` . .n. nq1. nqry1.b b ??? bmy r myr myr nqr . c1bmy r
 < < n.with O w rw order of con¨ergence.rq1 r
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< n. <Proof. To show that B / 0, we have by virtue of Lemma 2 thatr
n n < < .under the stated assumptions the term C w . . . w V w . . . w in the1 . . . r 1 r 1 r
< n. <  .expansion of B is dominant, since C / 0 Lemma 8 . Thus ther 1 . . . r
 .result i follows directly from Theorem 5. Q.E.D.
 .Although Eq. 3.12 seems to be only of theoretical interest, its equiva-
 .lent form 3.13 can be implemented efficiently as in the Remark 1.
 .In Theorems 10 and 11 and if g z s z, we are able to approximate
 .factors of p z of maximal modulus. Next we consider a different method
 .of extracting a factor of p z . To establish that, the following lemma is
needed.
  .4`LEMMA 12. Let p z be a sequence of monic polynomials of degreesn ns1
m and let z , . . . , z be distinct complex numbers. If for each 1 F j F m, the1 m
  .4`  . m  .sequence p z con¨erges to zero, then lim p z s  z y z .n j ns1 nª` n is1 i
 . m n. my2 n. m  .Proof. Let p z s z q c z q ??? q c and let  z yz sn my1 0 is2 i
z m q c z my 1 q ??? qc . We will show that lim cn. s c formy 1 0 nª` i i
 .  . my 1  .  .  .i s 1, . . . , m y 1. Set g z s p z y  z y z , then g z s p zn n is1 i n j n j
converges to zero for j s 1, . . . , m. Therefore
my 1 my2 n.z z ??? z 1 c y c p z .1 1 1 my1 my1 n 1
my1 my2 n. p z .z z ??? z 1 c y c n 22 2 2 my2 my2 s ... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
my 1 my2 n. p z .z z ??? z 1 c y c n mm m m 0 0
Since all the z are distinct, the last system is uniquely solvable withj
n m  . w x  .y1c y c s  c p z , where c s V z , . . . , z . Hencemy i myi js1 i j n j i j 1 m
lim cn s c for i s 1, . . . , m y 1. Q.E.D.nª` i i
< < < < < < < <Assuming that w G w G ??? G w ) w for i s r q 1, . . . , m, where1 2 r i
n.  . nqry1. .1 F r F m, one can consider the polynomials p z , . . . , p z tomy 1 my1
my 1 myrq1 n.  .eliminate z , . . . , z . Thus we obtain a polynomial p z ofmy r
degree m y r which is shown to converge to a polynomial having m y r
 4mzeros such that w are of smallest modulus. The computation of suchi isrq1
a polynomial is described in Algorithm 3.1. In the following theorem an
 .approximation of factors of p z of minimum modulus together with a
convergence analysis is presented.
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 . m  . n.THEOREM 13. Let p z s  z y z and let p be as generated inis1 i myr
 4m  .Algorithm 3.1. Let z be the zeros of p z such that the w ’s are nonzero,j js1 i
< < < < < < < < < <distinct, and w G w G ??? G w ) w G w for i s r q 2, . . . , m,1 2 r rq1 i
where 1 F r F m. Then
 . n.i pmy r
n. n. n. n.b b ??? b bmy 1 my2 myrq1 myj
nq1. nq1. nq1. nq1.m b b ??? b bmy 1 my2 myrq1 myj myjz . . . . .. . . . .jsr . . . . .
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1. nqry1.b b ??? b bmy 1 my2 myrq1 myj
s n.< <Br
m
n.ii lim p z s z y z 3.14 .  .  .  .my r i
nª` isrq1
 < < n.with O w rw order of con¨ergence.rq1 r
n. n. n.b b ??? b q z .my 1 my2 myrq1 n
nq1. nq1. nq1.b b ??? b q z .my 1 my2 myrq1 nq1ym
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1.b b ??? b q z .my 1 my2 myrq1 nqry1ym
iii lim . n.< <Bnª` r
1
s y 3.15 .r z y z .is1 i
 < < n.with O w rw order of con¨ergence.rq1 r
Proof. Consider the system of equations
bnqiy1.z my 1 q bnqiy1.z my 2 q ??? qbnqiy1.my1 my2 0
nq iy1s g z y q z p z 3.16 .  .  .  .nq iy1ym
< n. <for i s 1, 2, . . . , r. In view of Theorem 5, B / 0 for sufficiently large n.r
Therefore the matrix Bn. is full rank. Without loss of generality assumer
that the first r y 1 rows are linearly independent. Solving the first r y 1
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 . my 1 myrq1equations of 3.16 for z , . . . , z yields
y1my1 n. n. n.z b b ??? bmy 1 my2 myrq1
my2z nq1. nq1. nq1.b b ??? b. s my 1 my2 myrq1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. nqry2. nqry2. nqry2.b b ??? bmy rq1 my1 my2 myrq1z
¡ my rn. n. n. zb b ??? bmy r myry1 0 myry1znq1. nq1. nq1.~ b b ??? b .= y my r myry1 0 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry2. nqry2. nqry2.b b ??? b 0myr myry1 0 z¢
n ¦g z y q z p z .  .  .n
nq1g z y q z p z .  .  .nq1 ¥q . 3.17 ....
nq ry2 §g z y q z p z .  .  .nq ry2
Substituting this solution into the r th equation yields
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1.b b ??? bmy 1 my2 myrq1
y1n. n. n.b b ??? bmy 1 my2 myrq1
nq1. nq1. nq1.b b ??? b= my 1 my2 myrq1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry2. nqry2. nqry2.b b ??? bmy 1 my2 myrq1
¡ my rn. n. n. zb b ??? bmy r myry1 0 myry1znq1. nq1. nq1.~ b b ??? b .= y my r myry1 0 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry2. nqry2. nqry2.b b ??? b 0myr myry1 0 z¢
n ¦g z y q z p z .  .  .n
nq1g z y q z p z .  .  .nq1 ¥q ...
nq ry2 §g z y q z p z .  .  .nq ry2
q bnqry1.z my r q bnqry1.z my ry1 q ??? qbnqry1.myr myry1 0
nq ry1s g z y q p z , 3.18 .  .  .nq ry1
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which can be written in the form
y1n. n. n.b b ??? bmy 1 my2 myrq1m
nq1. nq1. nq1.nqry1. nqry1. b b ??? by b ??? b my 1 my2 myrq1 my 1 myrq1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
jsr nqry2. nqry2. nqry2.b b ??? bmy 1 my2 myrq1
n.bmy j
nq1. mbmy j myj nqry1. myj= z q b z. my j. jsr.
nqry1.bmy j
y1n. n. n.b b ??? bmy 1 my2 myrq1
nq1. nq1. nq1.nqry1. nqry1. b b ??? bq b ??? b my 1 my2 myrq1my1 myrq1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry2. nqry2. nqry2.b b ??? bmy 1 my2 myrq1
n
g z y q z p z .  .  .n
nq1g z y q z p z .  .  .nq1 nqry1
= s g z y q z p z . .  .  .. nq ry1..
nq ry2g z y q z p z .  .  .nq ry2
3.19 .
A b y1< < 4Note that if A is nonsingular, then s A d y cA b . Thus multi-
c d
 . < n. <plying both sides of 3.19 by B yields thatry1
n. n. n.b ??? b bmy 1 myrq1 myj
nq1. nq1. nq1.m b ??? b bmy 1 myrq1 myj myjz . . . .. . . .jsr . . . .
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1.b ??? b bmy 1 myrq1 myj
nn. n.b ??? b g z y q z p z .  .  .my 1 myrq1 n
nq1nq1. nq1.b ??? b g z y q z p z .  .  .my 1 myrq1 nq1s . . . .. . . .. . . .
nq ry1nqry1. nqry1.b ??? b g z .my 1 myrq1
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nn. n.b ??? b g z .my 1 myrq1
nq1nq1. nq1.b ??? b g z .my 1 myrq1s . . . .. . . .. . . .
nq ry1nqry1. nqry1.b ??? b g z .my 1 myrq1
n. n.b ??? b q z .my 1 myrq1 n
nq1. nq1.b ??? b q z .my 1 myrq1 nq1y p z . 3.20 .  .. . . .. . . .. . . .
nqry1. nqry1.b ??? b q z .my 1 myrq1 nqry1
Next, for each positive integer n G m, define
n. n. n. n.b b ??? b bmy 1 my2 myrq1 myj
m
nq1. nq1. nq1. nq1. myjb b ??? b b zmy 1 my2 myrq1 myj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .jsr nqry1. nqry1. nqry1. nqry1.b b ??? b bmy 1 my2 myrq1 myj
n.p z s . .my r n.< <Br
n.  .  .Then p z is a monic polynomial of degree m y r. The identity 3.20my r
implies that for each r q 1 F j F m,
n. n. n. nb b ??? b wmy 1 my2 myrq1 j
nq1. nq1. nq1. nq1b b ??? b wmy 1 my2 myrq1 j
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqry1. nqry1. nqry1. nqry1b b ??? b wmy 1 my2 myrq1 j
n.p z s . .my r j n.< <Br
Therefore it follows from the proof of Theorem 5 that for all sufficiently
 .  n n.large n, p z s O w rw for j s r q 1, . . . , m. Thus by Lemma 12,n j j r
 . m  .  .lim p z s  z y z . The conclusion ii follows by dividingnª` n isrq1 i
 .  . n.both sides of 3.20 by p z B and noting thatr
pn. z 1 .my r
lim s . Q.E.D.rn.  z y zp z Bnª`  . . is1 ir
It should be noted that the an. ’s in Algorithm 3.1 for a polynomial ofmy j
degree m y j are equal to the Bn. of the last theorem which under ther
stated assumptions are nonzero for all sufficiently large n.
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The following corollary is important when all the w ’s have differenti
modulus.
 . m  .COROLLARY 14. Let p z s  z y z be a polynomial of simpleis1 i
n.  .  . n.zeros. Let p z , q z , and b be as generated in Algorithm 3.1.my 1 n myj
 . < < < < < <Assume that p z has a zero, z , so that w ) w G w for j s 3, . . . , m.1 1 2 j
Assume also that w / 0 for j s 1, . . . , m and that the w ’s are pairwisei i
distinct. Then
 . n. n.i For all sufficiently large n, b / 0 and b / 0.my 1 0
 .  nq1. n. .  nq1. n..  <ii lim b rb s lim b rb sw with O w rnª` my1 my1 nª` 0 0 1 2
< n.w order of con¨ergence.1
 .  n.  . n. . m  .  n.  .iii lim p z rb s z yz and lim p z rnª` my1 my1 is2 i nª` my1
n.. m  .b s  1 y zrz .0 is2 i
 .   . n. .  .iv lim q z rb s 1r z y z .nª` n my1 1
 .  . w xProof. i follows directly from Theorem 11. To show ii , let c si j
 .y1 n. m n n m nV z , . . . , z . Then b s  c w and b s  c w . Since1 m my1 js1 1 j j 0 js1 m j j
 .c / 0 and c / 0 Lemma 8 , it follows that for r s 1, m,11 m1
nwjm c wjs1 r j jnq1. m nq1  /wb  c w 1myr js1 r j j
lim s lim s lim s wn 1m nn. w c wbnª` nª` nª` jjs1 r j jmyr m cjs1 r j  /w1
< <since w rw - 1 for j s 2, . . . , m.j 1
 . n. niii For sufficiently large n, b / 0 and b / 0. Thus the polyno-my 1 0
 . n.  . n.mial p z s p z rb is well defined. It is easily established thatn my1 my1
 . n n. < < < <p z s w rb for j s 2, . . . , m. Since w ) w for j s 2, . . . , mn j j my1 1 j
 .and c / 0, it follows that lim p z s 0 for j s 2, . . . , m. The con-11 nª` n j
clusion follows from Lemma 12. A similar argument shows that
n.  . n m  .lim p z rb s  1 y zrz .nª` my1 0 is2 i
 . n.  .  . n.  .iv Clearly, lim p z rp z b s 1r z y z . The identitynª` my1 my1 1
 .n  . n.  . n. n.  .  . n.g z rp z b s q z rb q p z rp z b holds for all z / z ,my 1 n my1 my1 my1 i
i s 1, . . . , m. There exists a positive number S and 0 - r , r - 1 such1 2
< < < < < <that for each complex number z inside the annulus r w F w F r w ,2 2 1 1
< n.  .  . n.  . n. < < n  . n. < nthe inequality p z rp z b q q z rb s w rp z b - Srmy 1 my1 n my1 my1 1
holds for large n. The conclusion follows directly from the observation that
n.  .  . n.  . n.p z rp z b q q z rb converges to zero uniformly in the abovemy 1 my1 n my1
annulus. Q.E.D.
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 .The next result deals with the case where p z has two roots such that
two of the w ’s have equal modulus e.g., complex conjugate zeros of reali
.polynomials .
 . n.  .  .  4mCOROLLARY 15. Let p z , p z , q z , and z be as in Corollarymy 1 n j js1
14 with m ) 2 so that the w ’s are nonzero and pairwise distinct. Assume thati
< < < < < < < <  . . 2w s w ) w G w for 1 s 4, . . . , m and let z y w z y w s z q1 2 3 j 1 2
 . n. my2 n. my3 n.c z q c . Define p z s c z q c z q ??? qc , where1 2 n my2 my3 0
n. n.b bmy 1 myjn.c s .my j nq1. nq1.b bmy 1 myj
Then
 . n.i c / 0 for all sufficiently large n.my 2
 .   . n . m  .ii lim p z rc s  z y z .nª` n my2 js3 j
q z q z .  .n nq1
n. nq1.b b 1my 1 my1
iii lim s . . n. z y z z y zcnª`  .  .1 2my2
bnq2.bnq1. y bnq3.bn. .my 1 my1 my1 my1
iv c s lim . 1 2nq2. n. nq1.nª` b b y b . /my 1 my1 my1
and
bnq3.bnq1. y bnq2.2 .my 1 my1 my1
c s lim2 2nq2. n. nq1.nª` b b y b .my 1 my1 my1
 < < n.with O w rw order of con¨ergence.3 1
n. < n. <  .  .Proof. Since c s B , i follows directly from Theorem 13. ii ismy 2 2
 .a direct application of Theorem 13. To prove iii , define
p z s pn. z bnq1. y pnq1. z bn. .  .  .n my1 my1 my1 my1
s cn. z my 2 q cn. z my 3 q ??? qcn. ,my 2 my3 0
where
n. n.b bmy 1 myjn.c s .my j nq1. nq1.b bmy 1 myj
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Dividing the identity
nnq1. n. nq1. n.p z ' q z b y q z b p z y g z b y g z b .  .  .  .  .  . 4  .n n my1 nq1 my1 my1 my1
 . nby p z c yieldsmy 2
q z q z .  .n nq1
nn. nq1. nq1. n.b bp z g z b y g z b .  .  . .my 1 my1n my1 my1y s yn. n. n.p z c c p z c .  .my 2 my2 my2
which holds for all z / z , i s 1, . . . , m, and large n. There exists a positivei
number S and 0 - r , r - 1 such that1 2
n nq1. n.g z b y g z b .  . .my 1 my1 nF Sr1n.p z c . my 2
< < < < < <for all z in the annulus r w F w F r w . Hence2 3 1 1
nq1. n.p z q z b y q z b .  .  .n n my1 nq1 my1 ny F Sr .1n. n.p z c c . my 2 my2
This implies that
p z q z bnq1. y q z bn. .  .  .n n my1 nq1 my1yn. n.p z c c . my 2 my2
converges to zero uniformly in the above annulus.
  .  . n. .  . .From Theorem 13, lim p z rp z c s 1r z y z z y z .nª` n my2 1 2
Therefore
q z bnq1. y q z bn. 1 .  .n my1 nq1 my1
lim sn. z y z z y zcnª`  .  .1 2my2
< < < < < <for all z in the annulus r w F w F r w .2 3 1 1
Note that
q z bnq1. y q z bn. .  .n my1 nq1 my1
lim n.cnª` my 2
nyj. nyjq1.` b bmy 1 my1 jy1z n. nq1.b b 1js1 my 1 my1
s lim s .n. z y z z y zBnª`  .  .1 22
 .  .The proof of iv follows directly from Theorem 13 ii . Q.E.D.
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 .Remark 5 On Multiple Zeros . By applying an argument similar to
w xthat of 11 , it can be shown that the results of this work hold true even
 .when some zeros of p z are not simple. The proof is more complicated,
but it can be done by a continuity argument. In this case, the polynomial
 .  .p z is approximated by a polynomial f z, e of same degree having simple
 .  .zeros and such that lim f z, e s p z uniformly in any boundede ª 0
 .region containing the zeros of p z . Then the results of this section are to
be applied to the polynomial f which by letting e ª 0 reduces to results
 .concerning the polynomial p z . It should be noted that the convergence
is not any longer geometric as shown in the following example.
 .  .3 n.  .Let p z s z y 1 . It can be shown that b s n n y 1 . We will0
apply Theorems 5, 11, and 13 to recover linear and quadratic factors of
 . nq1. n.  .  .p z . Since the sequence b rb s n n q 1 rn n y 1 converges to0 0
< nq1. n.. < < one, the factor z y 1 is obtained. Note that b rb y 1 s n n q0 0
.  . <  .1 rn n y 1 y 1 s 2r n q 1 . Applying Corollary 15 to recover the
2  .quadratic factor z y 2 z q 1 yields c s lim n q 2 rn s 1 and c s2 nª` 1
 .  . < . < <lim y2 n q 2 r n q 1 s y2. Note that n q 2 rn y c s n qnª` 2
. < <  .  . < <  .  .2 rn y 1 s 2rn and y 2 n q2 r n q1 y c s y 2 n q2 r n q1 q1
<  . <  .2 s 2r n q 1 . This implies that the order of convergence is O 1rn in
both cases.
To illustrate the various methods proposed in previous sections we
present the following simple example.
EXAMPLE. For comparison purposes we consider a polynomial with
 .  2 . . 3 2known factors. Let p z s z y 9 z y 1 s z y z y 9 z q 9. Algo-
 .rithm 3.1 is next applied with g z s z to generate the first 10 terms of
 n.4  n.4  n.4each of the sequences b , b , and b , i.e.,0 1 2
10n.  4b s y9, y9, y90, y90, y819, y819, y7380, y7380 40 ns3
10n.  4b s 9, 0, 81, 0, 729, 0, 6561, 0 41 ns3
10n.  4b s 1, 10, 10, 91, 91, 820, 820, 7381 . 42 ns3
 n.410Applying Theorem 10 to the sequence b yields0 ns3
y1n. nq1. nq2. y1b b b2 2 2 91 820 820 9.0s s .nq1. nq2. nq3. 820 820 7381 0.0012195b b b2 2 2
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Thus c s y9 and c s y0.0012195. Similarly, when Theorem 10 is2 1
 n.410applied to the sequence b we get2 ns3
y1n. nq1. nq2. y1b b b0 0 0 y819 y819 y7380snq1. nq2. nq3. y819 y7380 y7380b b b0 0 0
9.01099s ,
0.0
i.e., c s y9.01099 and c s 0.0. It should be observed that when2 1
Theorem 10 is applied to the sequence bn. we obtain the exact factor1
z 2 y 9 for each n since
y1n. nq1. nq2.b b b1 1 1 9s .nq1. nq2. nq3. 0b b b1 1 1
Applying Theorem 13 yields
y1n. nq1. nq2. y1b b b2 2 2 820 820 77381 9.0012195s s .n. nq1. nq2. 0 6561 0 0.0b b b1 1 1
To extract a linear factor, Theorem 13 is to be applied so that
820 7381 820 7381z q
6561 0 y7380 y7380 s z y 0.9998645
820 7381
6561 0
which is an approximation to the factor z y 1.
Remark 6. It should be clear that there is a real possibility of overflow
 .which can be handled by scaling the zeros of p z by a suitable factor
a ) 0 and then applying the results of this section to the polynomial
 .p a z . The other concern is that arising systems such as 3.11 and 3.13
become ill-conditioned for large n. Thus there is a need for a robust linear
system solver. A treatment of efficient solutions of the Hankel system of
w xequations can be found in 8 .
 .Remark 7. When the roots of the polynomial p z are all simple, it is
always possible to find a complex number z such that the polynomial0
 .p z y z has simple zeros with different modulus. Therefore, one can0
 .apply Corollary 14 to the polynomial p z y z using complex arithmetic0
 .  .to determine all zeros of p z . If p z is a real polynomial and real
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arithmetic has to be used, then one can determine a real number z such0
 .that p z y z has zeros of distinct modulus except for complex conjugate0
zeros. In this case, Corollary 15 can be applied to determine all zeros of
 .p z .
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